Multi-Point Lock Comparison
Manufacturer Therma-Tru®

W&F Trilennium

Tru-Lock®

Used With

Therma-Tru & Wood
Wood doors
doors when shoot bolts
are specified. Hoppe is
the only shoot bolt MPL
we stock.

Type

Tongue and Shootbolt
(3 points of contact)
Tongue for single,
shoot bolts for double

3000 - Stock - 3 tongue/bolt Magnum Flush Bolts - for
combo
passive panel

3020 - Special order Head and foot bolts for
passive panel

Tongue (2 points of
contact)

Sizes

Base (6/8) and
extensions for 7/0 and
8/0.

6/8, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0

Made to exact height

6/8, 7/0, 8/0

Cut Downs

Limited to 2-1/2”

Mechanism does not go the
length of the door. No issue
with cutdown.

Not affected by cut down
sizes.

Door Depth

1-3/4”

1-3/4” & 2-1/4”

1-3/4”

Operation

Handle lever down
retracts the latch to
open door. Handle
lever up engages the
additional 2 contacts.
(tongues or shoot bolts)

Handle lever down retracts
the latch to open door.
Handle lever up engages all
three bolts.

Finishes

Main face mechanism
Trim available in 4 finishes
is Stainless Steel. 7 trim (all but black in stock).
finishes (all in stock)
Locking Mechanisms
available in 3 finishes.

Handlesets

10 - 5 styles in both
wide and narrow
versions

Wood doors

®

9” and 18”

5 eschutcheon designs with
multiple lever options plus
a Grip handleset. Reeb
stocks the Eclipse entry set
and the Grip handleset with
Eclipse lever interior. Of the
5 W&F trims, 4 are wide and
1 narrow. Grip is wide.

Thumbturn engages the
shoot bolts. Levers are
fixed

Multi-Point operates in
place of a deadbolt. Key
and thumbturn operate
flip bolts that lock into
slotted strikes in the
jamb.

Mechanism and strikes
9” - 3 finishes
18” - 3 finishes
Matching inactive trims

®

Advantages

Matching finish for trim,
face plate and strikes.
Available up to 10’ with
custom sizes available.
Optional trims available
from Emtek and Rocky
Mountain hardware. Emtek
trims are narrow, Rocky
Mountain are wide.

Inexpensive. Uses
standard deadbolt
hardware. Options to
use Schlage and Baldwin
handle sets. Excellent
after market MPL
solution.

Need wood astragal on
double doors due to strike
preparation.

Large slotted strikes in
jamb. No shootbolts.

®

Negatives

Notes

Machined into door or
astragal. Has (2) 1-1/4”
oval bores to operate
flush bolt.

Other manufacturers
make Hoppe
compatible trims
(handlesets and
escutchens) Baldwin
and Emtek

®

